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Bluebird Soft Introduces Pistol Grip Kit for Pidion BIP7000
The Pistol Grip Kit helps reduce workers’ fatigue in scan-intensive environments
and delivers broad coverage for both indoor and outdoor applications.
Bluebird Soft Inc. (Bluebird), a global provider of handheld mobile devices, announced today the Pistol Grip Kit
for Pidion BIP-7000 is available for pre-order. This attachable Pistol Grip Kit with comfortable grip shape is
designed for workers inside the four walls. It helps maximize enterprise productivity while reducing operators’
fatigue even during long work hours and preventing slipping out of hand.
Pidion BIP-7000 industrial handheld computer is designed for scan-intensive environments and single-handed
operations. Due to its user-oriented design, BIP-7000 provides reliable performance and industrial class durability.
Bluebird is just ready to supply the Pistol Grip Kit for BIP-7000 to the market and it means now this handheld
computer is able to perfectly cover the range of both indoor and outdoor applications.
Built for single-handed operation, BIP-7000 frees the other hand, making it easy for workers to do other tasks
with it. BIP-7000 has one standard-type enlarged scan key on the front, one scan key on each side and a built-in
scan trigger with the finger saddle on the back. Moreover, newly offering Pistol Grip Kit is attachable to BIP7000’s compact and lightweight body. This attachable pistol grip provides users with flexible switch between
handheld and pistol grip operation as per users’ preference.
Powered by 806MHz CPU, BIP-7000 combines the reliable computing performance and real-time voice and data
communication with 802.11 a/b/g radio and GPRS and HSDPA switchable mobile radio. BIP-7000 is CCX
certified (Cisco Compatible Extension) and ensures secure data transmission of critical enterprise resources.
Wavelink Terminal Emulator which enables remote assessing, managing and maintaining entire populations of
devices is ready. It is capable to use in versatile data collection and location-based applications with a 1D laser
scanner / 1D long range laser scanner / 2D imager, 3.0 megapixel autofocus camera and GPS.
With its sleek yet rugged form factor, BIP-7000 is suitable for harsh work environments. It withstands drops from
6ft and meets IP65 sealing, while supporting crack-resistant TouchWindow LCD. The robust body allows the BIP7000 to resist strong shocks, multiple drops, and freezing and sizzling temperatures. Thanks to its rugged body,
BIP-7000 enables saving cost and time incurred by damages of the device.
"Pidion BIP-7000 and its Pistol Grip Kit are our commitment to the requirements of our customers looking for
more reliable and reasonable devices that delivers advanced ergonomic design and powerful performance with
the latest technologies. Our top priority is to value our customers by identifying their challenges and providing
rapid solutions." said, Jangwon Lee, President and CEO of Bluebird Soft Inc..

About Bluebird Soft
Bluebird Soft Inc. (Bluebird), a designer and producer of Pidion products, has headquarters in Seoul, Korea and
operate corporate offices in North America and Asia. Bluebird, among global manufacturers of handheld mobile
devices, uniquely has positioned to serve customers in both AIDC (Automatic Identification and Data Collection)
and payment solutions since 1995. From a shop around the corner to the Fortune 500 companies, and from a
police officer on the street to a secure government agency, Bluebird has an extensive customer base. By
listening to voice of markets, Bluebird is able to deliver rich opportunities for its channel partners and best TCO
(Total Cost of Ownership) and flexible solutions for customers with right products and right services.
BIP-7000 industrial handheld computer and Pistol Grip Kit are available through Bluebird's sales representatives
and global partners. For more information, please visit our global official site at http://www.mypidion.com.
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